A very mild form of non-Herlitz junctional epidermolysis bullosa: BP180 rescue by outsplicing of mutated exon 30 coding for the COL15 domain.
Mutations in the gene COL17A1 cause non-Herlitz junctional epidermolysis bullosa. Here, we describe a patient who, despite two heterozygous mutations in COL17A1, has an extremely mild form of the disease missing most of the characteristic clinical features. DNA analysis revealed a frame-shift mutation 3432delT and a nonsense mutation 2356C-->T (Q751X). cDNA analysis showed that the deleterious effect of the latter mutation was skirted by deleting the premature termination codon containing exon 30. In this way, the reading frame was restored, resulting in a 36 nucleotides shorter mRNA transcript. Immunoblot analysis showed expression of the 180-kDa bullous pemphigoid antigen (BP180) with a slightly higher SDS-PAGE mobility, in line with the deletion of 12 amino acids from the COL15 domain. Immunofluorescence of skin sections showed diminished, but correctly localised expression of BP180, and this, in concert with the mild clinical phenotype, suggests that this COL15 mutated BP180 is still partly functional.